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PVA System 

PVA Mesh System is supplied in a tube, equipped with a plunger for making bags and 
sticks. The Double Mesh System is compact and includes two sizes in one tube.  
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PVA Mesh Refills 

PVA mesh is used for making sticks, bags with boilies, pellets or floating bait. Castaway PVA 

Mesh is available in three sizes, is anti-ladder and melts between 30 and 60 seconds. Perfect 

to use in all depths and colder water.  

Our PVA Mesh is Eco-friendly, none residue 

and leaves no taste after dissolving. 
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Catfish PVA  

Catfish PVA has been specially developed for catfish and big game fishing. The XXL size 

makes it easy to make PVA bags with large pellets big baits or boilies. The 60mm mesh is 

solid, anti-ladder and dissolves well in deeper water.  
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Catfish PVA 

The Refill Tubs are extremely suitable for the large consumer of PVA mesh. The large Tub 

contains 20 meters of mesh in size XXL. With this Tub you can easily complement and cut 

off the mesh when the tube is full. The PVA mesh is stored in a Tub that provides protec-

tion against water and moisture. Handy, affordable and compact!  
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Castaway PVA Mesh is suited for the use of the larger stick mixes, bags of pellets or boilies. 

Our PVA is finely woven and made of high quality anti ladder mesh. Perfect to apply for all 

types of waters and conditions.  

Fish different 

fish with Castaway 



 

 

PVA Bag Loader  

Solid Bags from Castaway PVA are suitable for making bags with pellets where you can 

also inject liquids. Our bags are extremely strong and perfect for casting.  
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In addition to the normal Solid Bags, there is the Slow Melt version. This one is perfect for 

the summer months or for deep water fishing. This way you are sure that the PVA does 

not dissolve during sinking.  

PVA Solid Bags  
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PVA String  
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PVA string from Castaway, one of the most popular products in the range. Extremely suita-

ble for making stringers with boilies. The Slow Melt version is perfect for use in the sum-

mer months or for deep water fishing. This way you can be sure that the PVA does dissol-

ve during sinking. 



 

 

PVA Tape  
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Protecting the hook and bait is priority number 1! Castaway's PVA tape is woven and the-

refore stays extremely well on the hook.  



 

 

Rigtube 
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Cable Ties 
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Bait Guard 

Bait Floss 



 

 

PVA Nuggets 
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Castaway's nuggets, who doesn't know them? Perfect for protecting the hook, hair, rig or 

if you want your bait to sink slowly! Coloured or white, whatever you want!  
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Here at CastawayPVA we have been producing PVA items since early 2004 
and over the last few year decided it was time to unveil our quality products 
direct to the high street. Bringing you one of the most diverse and compre-
hensive ranges of PVA products in the fishing industry today, we offer all 
our products at the best possible price, giving unrivalled value for money, 
while always striving to keep the prices low and our quality and customer 
care high.  

All of the CastawayPVA components are sourced direct from the UK, ma-
king us one of the only 100% British PVA manufacturer in the country. 
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